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Slick Drinks

Good Drinks
Alcohol-Free Recipes for When You’re Not Drinking for Whatever Reason
JULIA BAINBRIDGE
Blackberry-infused cold brew with almond milk and coconut cream. Smoky tea paired with tart cherry juice. A bittersweet, herbal take on the Pimm’s Cup. Writer Julia Bainbridge spent a summer driving across the U.S. going to bars, restaurants, and everything in between in pursuit of the question: Can you make an outstanding nonalcoholic drink? The answer came back emphatically yes, with elevated libations to satisfy the most discerning drinkers, like Verjus Spritz, Chicha Morada Agua Fresca, Salted Rosemary Paloma, and Tarragon Cider.

With an extensive pantry section, tips for sourcing ingredients, and recipes curated from stellar bartenders around the country, Good Drinks shows that decadent brunch cocktails, afternoon refreshers, and evening digestifs can be enjoyed by anyone, whether they are drinking alcohol or not. 50 Photographs, 176 pages.

978-1-9848-5634-0
$22.00/29.00C | HC | 6 1/2 x 9 1/8
TEN SPEED PRESS | October

Behind Bars
High Class Cocktails Inspired by Low Life Gangsters
VINCENT POLLARD, SHAWN McMANS
It’s been a century since the prohibition sent Americans scurrying to speakeasies and decades since the movie industry turned mobsters into celebrities. Now the two worlds collide in this highly original collection that creates signature cocktails for gangsters of every stripe.

There’s Tommy Shelby, who likes his Irish whiskey strong and stiff with just a splash of sweet vermouth and bitters. Billie Frechette mixes gin with honey and lemon, making the drink almost as sweet as her love for John Dillinger. There’s also Mia Wallace, who gets a boozy take on a classic milkshake. Famous characters from much-loved recent TV series including The Sopranos, Peaky Blinders, and Boardwalk Empire are seen alongside iconic roles from classic films such as The Godfather, Goodfellas, Scarface, and Miller’s Crossing. 60 Illustrations, 144 pages.

978-3-7913-8684-3
$14.95/19.95C | HC | 6 x 7 1/4
PRESTEL | September
Sassy Soirees

Fizz
80 Joyful Cocktails and Mocktails for Every Occasion
OLLY SMITH

Bubbles are shortcuts to joyful moments. Whether the bubbles come from Champagne, cava, cider, beer, soda, or kombucha, a fizzy drink signals celebration and instantly turns any meal or get-together into a special one. Fizz is the ultimate guide to introducing more liveliness into your cocktail repertoire and bringing the most casual fête to the next level of celebration—with minimal effort.

Organized by occasion and purpose (Bubbles after work? Crowd-worthy batches for the holiday? Bringing your drinks to a summer picnic?), the drinks in Fizz are as gorgeous as they are simple, with plenty of booze-free bubbles alongside the classics to suit all tastes. Spritzes, negronis, and sangria abound, while those looking to expand their drinks horizons will delight in choices like Spiced Rhubarb Tonic and booze-free Ginger Kombucha. 50 Full Color Photographs & 10 Illustrations, 160 pages.

978-0-593-13944-8
$18.99/24.99C | HC | 5 1/2 x 7 1/2
CLARKSON POTTER | September

The New Craft of the Cocktail
Everything You Need to Know to Think Like a Master Mixologist, with 500 Recipes
DALE DEGROFF

The Craft of the Cocktail was the first real cookbook for cocktails when it first published in 2002, and it has had a remarkable influence on bartending. With this new edition, the original gets a delicious update, bringing expertise from Dale DeGroff, the father of craft cocktails, to the modern bar for a new generation of cocktail enthusiasts. The beloved histories, culture, tips, and tricks are back but all are newly revised, and DeGroff’s favorite liquor recommendations are included so you know which gin or bourbon will mix just right. 50 Full Color Photographs, 256 pages.

978-1-9848-2357-1
$35.00/47.00C | HC | 8 x 10
CLARKSON POTTER | September

TAKE A PEAK
links refer to penguinrandomhouseretail.com book detail pages
Wine O’Clock

The Wine Lover’s Bucket List
1,000 Amazing Adventures in Pursuit of Wine
SIMON J. WOOLF
The adventures featured in this atmospherically illustrated book will fuel the wine lover’s imagination with an almost endless array of vineyard visits, must-see sights, and must-do events—harvest festivals, vineyard picnics, wine-region weekends, tasting tours, wine-focused restaurants.

Designed to highlight the world’s most rewarding wine destinations, this guide spans the spectrum from traditional (a wine luncheon in Bordeaux or touring Portugal’s port lodges) to fun and quirky. Some ideas are active—a cycling tour of the Champagne region or grape stomping in the Italian countryside—while others are more urban, such as a tour of Vienna’s summer wine gardens or Rome’s iconic enotecas. Sidebar panels throughout detail what makes each region special and include lists of the top five local wines to seek out. 250 Full Color Photographs, 416 pages.

978-0-7893-3901-0
$36.95/48.95C | HC | 6 ¼ x 8 ¾
UNIVERSE | October

The Essential Wine Book
A Modern Guide to the Changing World of Wine
ZACHARY SUSSMAN
Featuring wines from old world regions such as France, Italy, Spain, and Germany to new world wines from the United States, Australia, New Zealand, Chile, and more, The Essential Wine Book tells you what to drink and why. Beginning with foundational information about making wine, tasting it, and understanding terroir, wine expert and journalist Zachary Sussman then gives an overview of the most important and interesting wine regions today—both old world and new.

For instance, the great French wines of Burgundy and Champagne are already well known, but for affordable bottles you can easily find at your local wine shop, Sussman profiles up-and-coming producers in other regions, including the Jura, Languedoc-Roussillon, and more. 336 pages.

978-1-9848-5677-7
$19.99/25.99C | HC | 5 x 7
TEN SPEED PRESS | October
Impressive Instant

Meal Prep in an Instant
BECCA LUDLUM
Meal prep has never been easier with an Instant Pot. With its versatility and ability to cook quickly and efficiently, you can use your Instant Pot to cook meals for the week ahead, or prepare your meals on your prep day and just dump them into the Instant Pot for a quick and easy weeknight dinner. With seven customized prep plans, Meal Prep in an Instant will show you how to use your prep day efficiently to prepare three lunch or dinner meals and one breakfast meal, package them up for the week ahead, and enjoy fresh, delicious meals without struggling to figure out what to make for dinner every night. 160 pages.

978-1-4654-9341-5
ALPHA | December

Instant Family Meals
Healthy and Delicious Dishes from Your Slow Cooker, Pressure Cooker, Multicooker, and Instant Pot
SARAH COPELAND
In Instant Family Meals, cookbook author and mom-of-two Sarah Copeland shows home cooks how to make dinner time a less stressful proposition with 75 inspired breakfasts, snacks, dinners, and even desserts thanks to the speed and efficiency of the multicooker, pressure cooker, slow cooker, and Instant Pot. Sarah’s straightforward instructions, encouraging advice, and time saving tips make meal planning, prep, and cooking that much easier.

Dishes like Cacio e Pepe Risotto, Double Vegetable Pot Roast, Late Summer Bean Stew with Fresh Mint, and 10-Minute Pistou with Pasta and Herbs bring an elevated touch and any-night practicality to family meal time favorites. 70 Full Color Photographs, 192 pages.

978-0-593-13972-1
$22.00/29.00C | HC | 7 7/16 x 9 1/4
CLARKSON POTTER | October
Savory Sensations

You Wanna Piece of Me?
More than 100 Seriously Tasty Recipes for Sweet and Savory Pies
JENELL PARSONS

With savory and sweet pies from riffs on classics like Apple Brown Butter Rosemary Pie to creative creations like Bacon Cheeseburger Pie, Rasperry Custard Crumble, and Fat Elvis (a mind-blowing chocolate banana caramel creation smothered in peanut butter whipped cream), plus easy-to-freeze handpies for make-ahead meals, there is a pie here for absolutely everyone. Vegetarian, vegan, fish, chicken, beef, lamb, fruit, cream, nut and more! As well as recipes like Pie Pop Tarts and Pie Poutine to use up all your extra dough scraps. You’ll also find everything you need to know to make the prettiest pies ever: a comprehensive guide to tools and ingredients, troubleshooting techniques for pastry, tips and tricks for crafting creative edges. 296 pages.

978-0-525-61083-0
$30.00/35.00C | HC | 8 x 10
APPETITE BY RANDOM HOUSE | November

The Good Book of Southern Baking
A Revival of Biscuits, Cakes, and Cornbread
KELLY FIELDS with KATE HEDDINGS

As the minister of Southern baking, celebrated pastry chef Kelly Fields has spent decades figuring out what makes the absolute best biscuits, cornbread, butterscotch pudding, peach pie, hummingbird cake, and, well, every baked temptation in the Southern repertoire.

Colorful and sometimes sentimental storytelling introduces each recipe as Fields brings bakers into her world, generously divulging her ingenious tips and tricks (00 flour makes the flakiest biscuits; soaking your cornmeal overnight produces the moistest cornbread). With more than 100 recipes for quick breads, muffins, biscuits, cookies and bars, puddings and custards, cobblers, crisps, galettes, pies, tarts, and cakes–plus dozens of irresistible variations on the standards–this is the new bible for Southern baking. 150 Photographs, 336 pages.

978-1-9848-5622-7
$35.00/47.00C | HC | 7 7/8 x 9 15/16
LORENA JONES BOOKS | September
**Sweet Sensations**

**Jenna Rae Cakes and Sweet Treats**  
Over 100 Recipes for the Modern Baker  
ASHLEY KOSOWAN and JENNA HUTCHINSON

Jenna Hutchinson was in the middle of applying to dental school when she saw an episode of Cake Boss and thought, I can do that! Little did she know, that moment would set her life off in a new direction, and she and her twin sister Ashley would go on to own one of Canada’s most successful and celebrated bakeries, Jenna Rae Cakes.

Now, in Jenna Rae Cakes and Sweet Treats, Jenna and Ashley reveal the tried and true recipes, flavours, and show-stopping designs that put them on the map. Inside you will find recipes for over 100 of the most vibrant and decadent cookie sandwiches, cupcakes, party squares, cakes, macarons, cream puffs, and more. Full Color Photographs Throughout, 256 pages.

978-0-7352-3674-5  
$26.00/35.00C | HC | 8 x 10  
PENGUIN CANADA | October

---

**Petite Patisserie**  
CHRISTOPHE FELDER and CAMILLE LESECQ

Christophe Felder, along with his longtime collaborator, Camille Lesecq, are back with a new volume that focuses upon the delightful small pastries that are one of the highlights of the art of French baking. Both children and adults adore these often bite-size indulgences. Included here are all the fundamental recipes—the classics and the traditional favorites—along with original, inventive creations. Recipes include amandines, babas, biscuits, bostocks, creams, croquantes, croustillons, financiers, flans, madeleines, Alsatian manderlis, Napoleons, petits fours, sablés, tarts, and much more.

The book opens with a section on twenty-seven base recipes from which all others can be made, including pâte brisée, pâte sucrée, sablé breton, dacquoise, pâte à choux, feuilletée rapide, and crème pâtissière. 220 Full Color Photographs, 352 pages.

978-0-8478-6915-2  
$45.00/60.00C | HC | 7 ¼ x 9 ¾  
RIZZOLI | September

---

**Jenna Rae Cakes and Sweet Treats**  
Over 100 Recipes for the Modern Baker  
ASHLEY KOSOWAN and JENNA HUTCHINSON

Jenna Hutchinson was in the middle of applying to dental school when she saw an episode of Cake Boss and thought, I can do that! Little did she know, that moment would set her life off in a new direction, and she and her twin sister Ashley would go on to own one of Canada’s most successful and celebrated bakeries, Jenna Rae Cakes.

Now, in Jenna Rae Cakes and Sweet Treats, Jenna and Ashley reveal the tried and true recipes, flavours, and show-stopping designs that put them on the map. Inside you will find recipes for over 100 of the most vibrant and decadent cookie sandwiches, cupcakes, party squares, cakes, macarons, cream puffs, and more. Full Color Photographs Throughout, 256 pages.

978-0-7352-3674-5  
$26.00/35.00C | HC | 8 x 10  
PENGUIN CANADA | October

---

**Petite Patisserie**  
CHRISTOPHE FELDER and CAMILLE LESECQ

Christophe Felder, along with his longtime collaborator, Camille Lesecq, are back with a new volume that focuses upon the delightful small pastries that are one of the highlights of the art of French baking. Both children and adults adore these often bite-size indulgences. Included here are all the fundamental recipes—the classics and the traditional favorites—along with original, inventive creations. Recipes include amandines, babas, biscuits, bostocks, creams, croquantes, croustillons, financiers, flans, madeleines, Alsatian manderlis, Napoleons, petits fours, sablés, tarts, and much more.

The book opens with a section on twenty-seven base recipes from which all others can be made, including pâte brisée, pâte sucrée, sablé breton, dacquoise, pâte à choux, feuilletée rapide, and crème pâtissière. 220 Full Color Photographs, 352 pages.

978-0-8478-6915-2  
$45.00/60.00C | HC | 7 ¼ x 9 ¾  
RIZZOLI | September
Comforting Cakes

Snacking Cakes
Simple Treats for Anytime Cravings
YOSSY AREFI

In Snacking Cakes, the indulgent, treat-yourself concept of cake becomes an anytime, easy-to-make treat. Expert baker Yossy Arefi’s collection of no-fuss recipes is perfect for anyone who craves near-instant cake satisfaction.

With little time and effort, these single-layered cakes are made using only one bowl (no electric mixers needed) and utilize ingredients likely sitting in your cupboard. They’re baked in the basic pans you already own and shine with only the most modest adornments: a dusting of powdered sugar, a drizzle of glaze, a dollop of whipped cream.

60 Full Color Photographs, 192 pages.

978-0-593-13966-0
$24.00/32.00C | HC | 7 ¾ x 8 ¾
CLARKSON POTTER | October

Martha Stewart's Cake Perfection
100+ Recipes for the Sweet Classic, from Simple to Stunning
Editors of MARTHA STEWART LIVING

Martha Stewart’s authoritative baking guide presents a beautiful collection of tiers and tortes, batters and buttercreams, and sheet cakes and chiffons to tackle every cake creation. Teaching and inspiring like only she can, Martha Stewart demystifies even the most extraordinary creations with her guidance and tricks for delicious cake perfection.

From everyday favorites to stunning showstoppers, Martha creates bold, modern flavors and striking decorations perfect for birthdays, celebrations, and big bakes for a crowd. With Martha’s expert tips, even the most impressive, towering cakes will be in your reach.

125 Full Color Photographs, 256 pages.

978-0-593-13865-6
$28.00/37.00C | HC | 7 3/8 x 9 1/8
CLARKSON POTTER | October
Delicious Dishes

**Cook with Me**
150 Recipes for the Home Cook
ALEX GUARNASCHELLI

"This book is who I am now—it is a road map to who I am as a cook, parent, and daughter. These recipes are the evolution of me."

For Alex Guarnaschelli, cooking has never been just about getting dinner on the table. With a legendary cookbook-editor mother (Maria Guarnaschelli) and a food-obsessed father, the Food Network icon and Iron Chef has always been immersed in the culinary world. Now with a daughter of her own, food and cooking mean even more to her. 125 Full Color Photographs, 336 pages.

978-0-593-13508-2
$35.00/47.00C | HC | 8 x 10
CLARKSON POTTER | October

**Ottolenghi Flavor**
A Cookbook
YOTAM OTTOLENGHI and IXTA BELFRAGE

Yotam Ottolenghi—the beloved chef and influencer who has captured the hearts of home cooks looking for inspiration and great-tasting vegetable cooking—is back. In *Ottolenghi Flavor*, Yotam collaborates with longtime colleague Ixta Belfrage to identify the principles behind his stylish, innovative brand of cooking with a new collection of revolutionary plant-based recipes. Yotam and Ixta build on the vegetarian cooking that made *Plenty* and *Plenty More* phenomenal bestsellers, this time adding Italian and Mexican influences and revealing how to understand, build, and amplify flavor through more than 100 vegetarian recipes (half are also vegan). In essence, Yotam and Ixta show how to evolve creatively, be intuitive in the kitchen, and become ever-better cooks through the “three P’s”: Process, Pairing, Produce.

978-0-399-58175-5
$35.00 | HC | 7 2/3 x 10 2/3
TEN SPEED PRESS | October

**Modern Comfort Food**
INA GARTEN

In *Modern Comfort Food*, Ina Garten shares 85 new recipes that will feed your deepest cravings. Many of these dishes are inspired by childhood favorites—but with the volume turned way up, such as Cheddar and Chutney Grilled Cheese sandwiches (the perfect match for Ina’s Creamy Tomato Bisque), Smashed Hamburgers with Caramelized Onions, and the crispiest hash browns that are actually made in a waffle iron! 125-150 Full Color Photographs, 272 pages.

978-0-8041-8706-0
$35.00 | HC | 7 7/16 x 10
CLARKSON POTTER | October
Distinct & Delicious

Chaat
Recipes from the Kitchens, Markets, and Railways of India
MANEET CHAUHAN and JODY EDDY

In Chaat, Maneet Chauhan explores India’s most iconic, delicious, and fun-to-eat foods coming from and inspired by her discoveries during an epic cross-country railway journey that brought her to local markets, street vendors, and the homes of family and friends. From simple roasted sweet potatoes with star fruit, lemon, and spices to a fragrant layered chicken biryani rice casserole, and the flakiest onion and egg stuffed flatbreads, the recipes are varied, colorful, and expressive. Maneet weaves in personal stories and remembrances as well as historical and cultural notes as she winds her way from North to South and East to West. Chaat is a celebration of the diversity of India’s food and people. 125 Full Color Photographs, 272 pages.

978-1-9848-2388-5
$32.50/42.50C | HC | 7 7/16 x 9 1/2
CLARKSON POTTER | October

Kiin
Recipes and Stories from Northern Thailand
NUIT REGULAR

Award-winning chef, Nuit Regular, offers the distinct flavor of Northern Thai food in a stunning collection of authentic recipes, essays, and location photography. Inspired by the flavors and aromas of growing up in Northern Thailand, Nuit learned to cook in her mother’s kitchen. Spending summers in an inspiring Northern Thai town with her grandmother, hunting with her dad, chasing snakes with her uncle, and cooking food with ingredients from the market or family garden, the cookbook is a reflection of Nuit’s life in Thailand and her passion for cooking and sharing Thai cuisine with others.

Kiin, which means “eat” in Thai, transports readers to Northern Thailand on a journey to discover the ingredients, markets, and culture that inform all of the recipes. Full Color Photographs Throughout, 304 pages.

978-0-7352-3641-7
$27.00/36.00C | HC | 8 x 10
PENGUIN CANADA | October
Entertaining Gatherings

Entertaining Beautifully
AERIN LAUDER
Aerin is a lifestyle legend. From an early age, she learned from her grandmother, Estée Lauder, that any occasion can be beautiful if you take the time. In the pages of this stunning book, Aerin weaves a spell as she shares memories of beloved childhood traditions as well as those she has created with family and friends using her own unique blend of luxury and ease. For the first time, Aerin also reveals how she thinks about hosting and how she sets the most gorgeous and inviting tables so that every gathering is unforgettable. **200 Full Color Photographs, 224 pages.**

978-0-8478-6752-3
$55.00/75.00C | HC | 9 x 11 1/4
RIZZOLI | September

An Entertaining Story
INDIA HICKS; foreword by BROOKE SHIELDS
Daughter of the late David Hicks and goddaughter to Prince Charles, India Hicks is known for her irreverent take on style. In her previous books, she invited readers into her homes on Harbour Island and in England. For her third book, India presents her own slightly madcap spin on entertaining. Organized by meal, the book begins marvelously with the most important meal of the day–cocktail hour–and ends with breakfast. In between, there are family suppers and big dinners, birthday cakes and Christmas crackers, great British breakfasts, quick teas and long lunches, mustard pots as vases, and bedcovers for tablecloths. Like India, these stories are full of personality, from the Panic Dinner (or what to do when you suddenly have a crowd descending) to the Naked Cake (cake decorating for the harried or untalented) to a White Christmas in the Bahamas. **150 Full Color Photographs, 224 pages.**

978-0-8478-6889-6
$50.00/67.50C | HC | 9 x 11
RIZZOLI | September

Enjoy
Recipes for Memorable Gatherings
PERLA SERVAN-SCHREIBER; Photography by NATHALIE CARNET
As soon as you set the table, it's a party! When the food is delicious and the servings are generous, the company will be joyful–body and spirit in harmony, memories in the making. The inspirational Perla Servan-Schreiber drew from her Mediterranean roots, culinary influences gathered while traveling, and tips gleaned from great chefs like Yotam Ottolenghi and Alain Ducasse to create ninety simple, flexitarian recipes for gatherings big or small. Her seasonal recipes cover every occasion, from casual summer picnics to formal holiday parties, and from tea-time treats to sprawling buffets. **165 Full Color Illustrations, 256 pages.**

978-2-08-151340-2
$35.00/47.00C | HC | 7 1/8 x 10
FLAMMARION | October
Wellness Remedies

CBD & Chill
75 Self-Care Recipes for Everyday Wellness
CHRIS TARELLO and TORI BODIN

CBD & Chill is a gateway book for the CBD curious or for those CBD fans who are looking to finding new ways to incorporate CBD into their daily wellness regime. It includes 75 recipes for optimal wellness, along with a robust but accessible primer on CBD, from the science to common questions and misconceptions to a dosing guide. There are recipes for everything from face treatments and bath soaks to dog treats, snacks, coffee, and cocktails. 192 pages.

978-1-63217-319-5
$22.95/22.95C | HC | 6 ¾ x 8
SASQUATCH BOOKS | August

The Adaptogenic Herbal Kitchen
More Than 65 Easy Recipes and Remedies That Protect and Heal
CAROLINE HWANG

Adaptogens are medicinal herbs, plants, and fungi originally used in centuries-old traditional Chinese and Ayurvedic healing traditions that biologically increase the body’s capacity to handle physical, mental, and emotional stress. They adapt to the needs of the body in order to decrease inflammation, restore inner harmony, and promote optimal health. Adaptogens can also increase energy and libido, boost immunity, and fight depression and anxiety.

This no-fuss beginner’s guide uses these natural supplements in more than 65 delicious smoothies, juices, soups, and stews for a myriad of different health benefits. 100 Full Color Photographs, 160 pages.

978-0-593-13756-7
$15.99/21.99C | PB | 6 x 8 ½
RODALE BOOKS | October
Mindful Nourishment

Eat Good Fat
Nourish Your Body with Over 100 Healthy, Fat-Fuelled Recipes
LEE CAPATINA

Fat is back! We have finally realized what our ancestors knew all along—that fats are incredibly healthy and nutritious. As a result, everyone is looking for ways to eat good fats as part of a healthy lifestyle. Most of us are not eating nearly enough good fats and could benefit from radically increasing them in our diets. Good fats provide a rich source of energy for the mind and body, balance blood sugar levels, help with the absorption of vitamins, lower bad cholesterol, and keep you full and satisfied for longer. Most importantly, fats make food taste great!

Eat Good Fat makes eating healthy simple and shares the best healthy-fat foods you should definitely be working into your meals and snacks on a regular basis. Full Color Photographs Throughout, 256 pages.

978-0-7352-3797-1
$26.00/35.00C | HC | 7 7/16 x 10
PENGUIN CANADA | December

TAKE A PEEK

Alternative Alchemy
Recipes and Mindful Baking with CBD, Herbs, and Adaptogens
JAMIE HALL

The benefits of CBD are becoming increasingly clear, with new products showing up every day on supermarket and pharmacy shelves. Consuming CBD with food, especially healthy fats, can enhance the body’s power to absorb and take advantage of CBD’s healing powers. In this elegant and mouthwatering cookbook, Jamie Hall offers dozens of recipes that incorporate CBD, adaptogens, herbs, and other natural additives into tasty treats that simultaneously offer therapeutic relief.

Hall first started experimenting with CBD baking when she experienced postpartum depression. She found that small amounts, when combined with nutritious food, considerably improved her mood and reduced her anxiety. 100 Illustrations, 192 pages.

978-3-7913-8644-7
$30.00/40.00C | HC | 7 1/2 x 9 1/2
PRESTEL | September

TAKE A PEEK
Healthy Kitchens

The Nutritionist’s Kitchen
Transform Your Diet, Optimize Your Health, and Discover the Healing Power of Whole Foods
CARLY KELLOGG KNOWLES

Through more than 60 seasonal recipes that celebrate invigorating and restorative foods, The Nutritionist’s Kitchen offers an approachable guide to support optimal health and wellness through everyday meals. Learn from Carly Kellogg Knowles, a registered dietitian and nutritionist, who shares her expertise to support you on your health journey. She’ll show you how to understand your unique seasonal constitution to assemble fundamental pantry staples and use science-based strategies to cook irresistibly delicious recipes. Each recipe will contain a descriptive food as medicine-themed headnote including valuable health information. 288 pages.

978-1-61180-717-2
$27.95/36.95C | PB | 7 1/2 x 9 1/4
ROOST BOOKS | December

The Kosmic Kitchen Cookbook
Everyday Herbalism and Recipes for Radical Wellness
SARAH KATE BENJAMIN and SUMMER ASHLEY SINGLETARY

Turn your kitchen into a healing sanctuary! This cookbook will help you identify your unique constitution based on the five elements—earth, water, fire, wind, and ether. Use that insight to design an everyday wellness plan with nourishing meals, healing herbs, and self-care rituals. Tapping into these elements is at the heart of all traditional medicines—Ayurveda, Western Herbalism, Chinese Medicine, and Tibetan Medicine—and it is the key to discovering your most vibrant self. Learn to create your own kitchen apothecary to achieve mental clarity, enhanced digestion, a calmed nervous system, and an extra glow. From cleansing tonics like Roasted Dandelion Chai or Hibiscus Punch with Schisandra Salt to rejuvenating classics like Kitchari with Golden Ghee or Tumeric Congee, you’ll find transformative recipes and uses for adaptogenic herbs to restore and find balance every day. 288 pages.

978-1-61180-714-1
$29.95/39.95C | PB | 7 1/2 x 9
ROOST BOOKS | August
Now Available!

Beautifully designed and completely adjustable A-Frame Rack

- 8 slat wall shelves
- On sturdy casters
- 23.75”W x 23.75”x 61.5”H (with header)

ISBN: 9781984804563

Rack is no charge with supporting order of $1,700 net

Rack and fill ship free freight

Retailers must re-order two $500 net orders within 1 year

Contact your Penguin Random House sales rep with any questions or to place an order
Healthy Vegan Air Fryer Cookbook
100 Plant-Based Recipes with Fewer Calories and Less Fat
WHITE, DANA ANGELO MS, RD, ATC
You don’t have to compromise your health or your vegan lifestyle to enjoy fried foods! Illustrations Throughout. 160 pages
978-1-4654-9331-6
ALPHA | September

Instant Family Meals
Healthy and Delicious Dishes from Your Slow Cooker, Pressure Cooker, Multicooker, and Instant Pot®
SARAH COPELAND
Making dinner for the family is a whole lot easier and delicious with these healthy recipes for your slow cooker, pressure cooker, multicooker, and Instant Pot. 70 Full Color Photographs. 192 pages
978-0-593-13972-1
$22.00/29.00C | HC | 7 7/16 x 9 1/8
CLARKSON POTTER | October

Baking Day with Anna Olson
Recipes to Bake Together
ANNA OLSON
Canada’s baking sweetheart, Anna Olson, returns with an essential guide to baking for and with those you love. Full Color Throughout. 336 pages
978-0-525-61095-3
$35.00/40.00C | HC | 8 1/2 x 11
APPETITE BY RANDOM HOUSE | October

A Good Bake
The Art and Science of Making Perfect Pastries, Cakes, Cookies, Pies, and Breads at Home: A Cookbook
MELISSA WELLER
with Carolyn Carreño
A comprehensive baking bible for the twenty-first century from the James Beard nominee who has redefined American baking—with 120 scientifically grounded recipes for sweet and savory baked goods anyone can master. 268 Full Color Photographs in Text. 496 pages
978-1-5247-3343-8
$37.50/50.00C | HC | 8 1/4 x 10
KNOPF | November

The Good Book of Southern Baking
A Revival of Biscuits, Cakes, and Cornbread
KELLY FIELDS with Kate Heddings
A comprehensive, contemporary collection of more than 100 beloved Southern baking recipes from the James Beard Award-winning Kelly Fields of the New Orleans bakery Willa Jean. 150 Photographs. 336 pages
978-1-9848-5622-7
$26.00/35.00C | HC | 7 ¾ x 9 15/16
LORENA JONES BOOKS | September

Jenna Rae Cakes and Sweet Treats
Over 100 Recipes for the Modern Baker
ASHLEY KOSOWAN and Jenna Hutchinson
Beloved family-owned Canadian bakery Jenna Rae Cakes shares over 100 recipes for its most delectable—and most beautiful—sweet treats. Full Color Photographs Throughout. 256 pages
978-0-7352-3674-5
$26.00/35.00C | HC | 8 x 10
PENGUIN CANADA | October

Martha Stewart’s Cake Perfection
100+ Recipes for the Sweet Classic, from Simple to Stunning
Editors of MARTHA STEWART LIVING
Martha Stewart perfects the art of cakes with 125 recipes for all occasions, featuring exciting flavors, must-try designs, and dependable techniques. 125 Full Color Photographs, 256 pages
978-0-593-13865-6
$28.00/37.00C | HC | 7 ¾ x 9 ¾
CLARKSON POTTER | October
Baking

Mastering Bread
The Art and Practice of Handmade Sourdough, Yeasted Bread, and Pastry
MARC VETRI and Claire Kopp McWilliams with David Joachim
From Marc Vetri, acclaimed master of pasta, pizza, and bread, and chef/owner of four highly popular Philadelphia restaurants, comes this detailed guide to making artisan breads at home, including over 80 recipes. 100 Photographs, 272 pages

Petite Patisserie
CHRISTOPHE FELDER and CAMILLE LESECQ
A delightful volume devoted to the delicate, charming treats that are the soul of France’s neighborhood patisseries. With Felder’s expert guidance, any home cook can now re-create the sweet enchantments and small indulgences that are the hallmark of many a holiday in France. 220 Full Color Photographs, 352 pages

Snacking Cakes
Simple Treats for Anytime Cravings
YOSSY AREFI
Find sweet satisfaction with 50 easy, everyday cake recipes made with simple ingredients, one bowl, and no fuss. 60 Full Color Photographs, 192 pages

You Wanna Piece of Me?
More than 100 Seriously Tasty Recipes for All Kinds of Pie
JENELL PARSONS
Is there really anyone who doesn’t love pie? Grab a great big slice of it here, with easy-to-follow, phenomenal-tasting pie recipes of all kinds. Illustrations Throughout, 288 pages

Beverages

NON-ALCOHOLIC

Good Drinks
Alcohol-Free Recipes, for When You’re Not Drinking for Whatever Reason
JULIA BAINBRIDGE
A serious and stylish look at sophisticated nonalcoholic beverages by a former Bon Appétit editor and James Beard Award nominee. 50 Photographs, 176 pages

Healthy, Quick & Easy Juicing
100 No-Fuss Recipes Under 300 Calories You Can Make with 5 Ingredients
WHITE, DANA ANGELO MS, RD, ATC
Make healthy juicing easy with 100 no-fuss recipes that can be made with five ingredients or less! Illustrations Throughout, 160 pages

Behind Bars
Crinimal Cocktails for the Brilliant Bootlegger
VINCENT POLLARD, SHAWN MCMANUS
Pairing notorious gangsters and mobsters, both real and fictional, with signature cocktails, this pocket-size collection of boozy recipes is so much fun, it’s criminal. 60 Illustrations, 140 pages

Spirits

Delish Ultimate Cocktails
Why Limit Happy To an Hour?
JOANNA SALTZ and the Editors of Delish
America’s #1 food website presents 100+ insanely great cocktail recipes with fresh and fun drinks for every occasion—plus super-creative boozy sweets. 100+ Photographs, 256 pages
## Beverages

### Fizz
80 Joyful Cocktails and Mocktails for Every Occasion

**OLLY SMITH**
Add a little sparkle to any occasion with 80 seriously simple cocktail and mocktail recipes for any occasion, united by their unique and exciting use of fizzy mixers. 50 Full Color Illustrations & 10 Illustrations, 160 pages

978-0-593-13944-8
$18.99/$24.99C | HC | 5 ½ x 7 ¼

**CLARKSON POTTER** | September

### Drinks on the Lanai
Cocktails, Mocktails (And Cheesecake) Inspired By The Golden Girls

**ELOUISE ANDERS**
Miami can get pretty humid this time of year... It’s probably time you put your feet up and unwound with a Golden Girls-centric cocktail. 60 Full Color Illustrations, 152 pages

978-1-925811-70-4
$19.95/$26.95C | HC | 6 x 8 ¼

**SMITH STREET BOOKS** | September

### The New Craft of the Cocktail
Everything You Need to Know to Think Like a Master Mixologist, with 500 Recipes

**DALE DEGROFF**
The renowned cocktail bible, fully revised and updated by the legendary bartender who set off the cocktail craze–featuring over 100 brand-new recipes, all-new photography, and an up-to-date history of the cocktail. 50 Full Color Photographs, 256 pages

978-1-9848-2357-1
$35.00/$47.00C | HC | 8 x 10

**CLARKSON POTTER** | September

### The Essential Wine Book
A Modern Guide to the Changing World of Wine

**ZACHARY SUSSMAN**
A field guide to the new world of wine, featuring an overview of today’s most exciting regions and easy-to-use advice on properly tasting wine, ordering off a menu, and bringing the perfect bottle to your next party. Illustrations Throughout, 336 pages

978-1-9848-5677-7
$19.99/$25.99C | HC | 5 x 7

**TEN SPEED PRESS** | October

### The Wine Lover’s Bucket List
1,000 Amazing Adventures in Pursuit of Wine

**SIMON J. WOOLF**
An inspirational guide designed with the globe-trotting wine lover in mind–vineyards to visit, seasons to go, vintages and organics to drink, and how to get the most out of each wine region. 250 Full Color Photographs, 416 pages

978-0-7893-3901-0
$36.95/49.95C | HC | 6 ½ x 8 ¾

**UNIVERSE** | October

### General Interest

### Drums on the Lanai

### Potions, Elixirs & Brews
A modern witches’ grimoire of drinkable spells

**ANAÏS ALEXANDRE**
An enchanting collection of magical cocktails, punches and teas that function both as delicious recipes and as effective spells, written by witch YouTube influencer Anaïs Alexandre. Illustrations Throughout, 208 pages

978-1-78678-434-6
$19.95/$21.95C | HC | 5 ¾ x 7 ½

**WATKINS PUBLISHING** | October
Chefs & Restaurants

Flavorbomb
A Rogue Guide to Cranking Up the Heat, Seasoning with Wild Abandon, and Making Every Bite Count
BOB BLUMER
If you live for wildly addictive, life-affirming taste sensations that knock you off your feet, but can’t figure out how to make them at home, you have just found your kindred cookbook spirit. Welcome to Flavorbomb. Illustrations Throughout, 288 pages
978-0-525-61089-2
$30.00/35.00C | HC | 8 1/8 x 10
APPETITE BY RANDOM HOUSE | October

Hawksworth
The Cookbook
Chef David Hawksworth with Chef Stéphanie Nôel and Jacob Richler; Foreword by Chef Philip Howard
From acclaimed and multi award-winning Chef David Hawksworth comes a stunning collection of the exquisite recipes that brought him to the top of Canada’s culinary world. Full Color Throughout, 336 pages
978-0-525-61009-0
$40.00/45.00C | HC | 8 x 11
APPETITE BY RANDOM HOUSE | September

Lemongrass and Lime
Southeast Asian Cooking at Home
LEAH COHEN with Stephanie Banyas
The flavors of Southeast Asia are the star in this collection of recipes from Leah Cohen, the Top Chef alum and restaurateur. Full Color Photographs Throughout, 272 pages
978-0-525-53483-9
$35.00/47.00C | HC | 8 x 11
APPETITE BY RANDOM HOUSE | September

Ottolenghi Flavor
A Cookbook
YOTAM OTTOLENGHI
The New York Times bestselling author of Plenty joins up with Ottolenghi Test Kitchen colleague Ixta Belfrage to reveal how flavor is amplified in more than 100 plant-based recipes. 130 Photographs, 320 pages
978-0-399-58175-5
$35.00/NCR | HC | 7 1/2 x 10 2/3
TEN SPEED PRESS | October

Entertaining

Entertaining Beautifully
AERIN LAUDER
An invitation into the endlessly inspiring and unique celebrations of the iconic tastemaker and hostess, this elegant entertaining book reveals how to bring beauty, style, and joy into milestone events, holidays, or everyday moments and meals. 200 Full Color & B&W Photographs, 240 pages
978-0-8478-6752-3
$55.00/75.00C | HC | 9 x 11 2/3
RIZZOLI | September

An Entertaining Story
INDIA HICKS; Foreword by Brooke Shields
Style icon India Hicks’s charming take on entertaining, featuring dreamy tablescapes, recipes, and enjoyable family anecdotes. 150 Full Color Photographs, 224 pages
978-0-8478-6889-6
$50.00/67.50C | HC | 9 x 11
RIZZOLI | September

The Modern Bohemian Table
Gathering with Friends and Entertaining in Style
AMANDA BERNARDI
Learn the rules, traditions, and customs of table setting and entertaining, and how to incorporate principles of bohemian design. Full Color Photographs Throughout, 208 pages
978-1-944515-94-2
$35.00/49.00C | HC | 8 1/2 x 11
PAIGE TATE & CO | September

TAKE A PEEK
**Food Writing & Memoirs**

**Nose Dive**
A Field Guide to the World’s Smells
**HAROLD MCGEE**
The ultimate guide to the smells of the universe – the ambrosial to the pungent, and everything in between – from the author of the acclaimed culinary guides *On Food and Cooking* and *Keys to Good Cooking*. 2 Figures; Tables Throughout. 544 pages

978-0-525-56094-4
$28.00/30.00C  |  HC  |  6 x 9
PENGUIN PRESS (HC) |  October

**Our Lady of Perpetual Hunger**
A Memoir
**LISA DONOVAN**
Renowned southern pastry chef Lisa Donovan’s memoir of cooking, survival, and the incredible power in reclaiming the stories of women. Illustrations Throughout. 304 pages

978-0-7352-2125-3
$27.00/36.00C  |  HC  |  5 1/2 x 8 1/4
PENGUIN PRESS (HC) |  November

**Pappyland**
Travels with Julian Van Winkle in the Country of Whiskey
**WRIGHT THOMPSON**
The story of how Julian Van Winkle III, the caretaker of the most coveted cult Kentucky Bourbon whiskey in the world, fought to protect his family’s heritage and preserve the taste of his forebears, in a world where authenticity, like his product, is in very short supply. Illustrations Throughout. 256 pages

978-0-7352-2125-3
$27.00/36.00C  |  HC  |  5 1/2 x 8 1/4
PENGUIN PRESS (HC) |  November

**People Who Love to Eat Are Always the Best People**
And Other Wisdom
**JULIA CHILD**
A charming, giftable collection of the beloved, best-selling author’s inimitable quotes – her words of wisdom on love, life, and, of course, food. Illustrations Throughout. 160 pages

978-0-525-56094-4
$28.00/30.00C  |  HC  |  6 x 9
PENGUIN PRESS (HC) |  October

---

**General Cooking**

**Pancakes Make People Happy**
Over 75 Recipes
**SHARON COLLINS, Charlotte Collins, and Courtney Wade**
Pancakes Make People Happy is a cookbook for everyone who loves pancakes. Featuring over 75 recipes! Illustrations Throughout.

978-1-57826-875-7
$20.00/24.00C  |  PB  |  7 x 9
HATHERLEIGH PRESS |  September

**The New Rules of Cheese**
A Freewheeling and Informative Guide
**ANNE SAXELBY**
A fun and quirky guide to the essential rules for enjoying cheese, including tips on selecting and tasting different varieties, serving and pairing cheeses, as well as a brief history on cheese and a rundown of how cheeses are made. 25 Illustrations, 160 pages

978-1-9848-5789-7
$14.99/19.99C  |  HC  |  5 x 7
QUIRK BOOKS |  October

**Stuff Every Cheese Lover Should Know**
**ALEXANDRA JONES**
The perfect gift for the cheese lover in your life, this pocket guide includes a brief history of cheese, a primer on the different types of cheese, cheese pairing guides, essential cheese recipes, home cheese-making tips, how to host a cheese tasting, and more. Illustrations Throughout. 144 pages

978-1-68369-238-6
$9.99/13.99C  |  HC  |  3 1/2 x 5 1/2
QUIRK BOOKS |  October

**Cooking Meat**
A Butcher’s Guide to Choosing, Buying, Handling, Cutting, Cooking, and Eating Meat
**PETER SANAGAN**
A cookbook to turn passionate meat lovers into confident meat cooks, with more than 120 deliciously meaty recipes from butcher and chef, Peter Sanagan. Illustrations Throughout. 352 pages

978-0-525-61034-2
$35.00/40.00C  |  HC  |  8 1/2 x 10 1/2
APPETITE BY RANDOM HOUSE |  October
General Cooking

The Avocado Book
Sweet and Versatile Recipes for the World’s Most Instagrammable Fruit
RON SIMPSON, JULIEN ZAAL
Learn how to prep, style, and eat this remarkably popular superfood. 60 Full Color Photographs and Illustrations, 144 pages
978-1-91663-13-3
$19.95/26.95C  |  HC  |  5 ¼ x 9
PENGUIN |  September

Meat Illustrated
A Foolproof Guide to Understanding and Cooking with Cuts of All Kinds
AMERICA’S TEST KITCHEN
Increase your meat counter confidence with this must-have companion for cooking beef, pork, lamb, and veal with more than 300 kitchen-tested recipes. 432 pages
978-1-948703-32-1
$40.00/50.00C  |  HC  |  9 1/16 x 10 ¼
COOK'S ILLUSTRATED  |  October

Alternative Alchemy
Recipes and Mindful Baking with CBD, Herbs, and Adaptogens
JAMIE HALL
A gorgeously illustrated collection of delicious and nutritious CBD-infused recipes that will satisfy your soul as well as your appetite. 100 illustrations, 192 pages
978-3-7913-8644-7
$30.00/40.00C  |  HC  |  7 ¼ x 9 ½
PRESTEL  |  September

The Avocado Book
Delicious and Versatile Recipes for the World’s Most Instagrammable Fruit
RON SIMPSON, JULIEN ZAAL
Learn how to prep, style, and eat this phenomenally popular superfood. 60 Full Color Photographs & Illustrations, 144 pages
978-1-91663-13-3
$19.95/26.95C  |  HC  |  5 ¼ x 9
PENGUIN CANADA |  September

The Best of America’s Test Kitchen 2021
Best Recipes, Equipment Reviews, and Tastings
AMERICA’S TEST KITCHEN
Everyone can enjoy another great new year of the best new recipes, tastings, and tests handpicked by the editors at America’s Test Kitchen. Illustrations Throughout, 336 pages
978-1-948703-40-6
$35.00/45.00C  |  HC  |  8 1/8 x 11 ¼
AMERICA’S TEST KITCHEN |  October

Bite Me Balance
Wholesome Daily Eats & Delectable Occasional Treats
JULIE ALBERT and LISA GNAT
Want to save your sanity and do up your pants at the same time? Bite Me Balance has 150 easy, healthy recipes that look after your waistline and taste GREAT! Full Color Illustrations Throughout, 338 pages
978-0-525-61054-0
$28.00/32.00C  |  HC  |  8 x 10
APPETITE BY RANDOM HOUSE |  October

CBD & Chill
75 Self-Care Recipes for Everyday Wellness
CHRIS TARELLO and TORI BODIN
More than 50 food and body recipes will help you incorporate CBD into your daily life for overall wellness and targeted issues, brought to you by the founders of Dazey CBD. Illustrations Throughout, 192 pages
978-1-63217-319-5
$22.95/22.95C  |  HC  |  6 ½ x 8
SASQUATCH BOOKS |  August
General Cooking

The Complete America’s Test Kitchen TV Show Cookbook 2001-2021
Every Recipe from the Hit TV Show with Product Ratings and a Look Behind the Scenes Includes the 2021 Season
AMERICA’S TEST KITCHEN
21 years of recipes from the hit TV show captured in one complete volume. Illustrations Throughout, 1136 pages
978-1-948703-42-0
$45.00/50.00C | HC | 8 1/2 x 11 1/4
AMERICA’S TEST KITCHEN | October

The Complete Cook’s Country TV Show Cookbook Includes Season 13 Recipes
Every Recipe and Every Review from All Thirteen Seasons
AMERICA’S TEST KITCHEN
Hit the road with top-rated Cook’s Country TV and devour another year of great American recipes. Illustrations Throughout, 880 pages
978-1-948703-38-3
$34.99/39.99C | PB | 7 1/4 x 9 3/4
COOK’S COUNTRY | August

The Complete One Pot Cookbook
400 Complete Meals for Your Skillet, Dutch Oven, Sheet Pan, Roasting Pan, Instant Pot®, Slow Cooker, and More
AMERICA’S TEST KITCHEN
The only one-pot cookbook you’ll ever need! Simplify dinner and eat well with hundreds of meals that take full advantage of your favorite pans. Illustrations Throughout, 432 pages
978-1-948703-34-5
$34.99/40.00C | PB | 8 1/2 x 10
AMERICA’S TEST KITCHEN | November

The Complete Quinoa Cookbook
Over 100 Recipes
CATHERINE GILL
Featuring over 100 recipes, The Complete Quinoa Cookbook is the perfect primer to use quinoa in so many creative recipes. Illustrations Throughout.
978-1-57826-883-2
$20.00/24.00C | PB | 7 x 9
HATHERLEIGH PRESS | November

Cook With Me
150 Recipes for the Home Cook
ALEX GUARNASCHELLI
Through 125 decadent and delicious recipes and poignant asides, Alex Guarnaschelli explores how the relationships with the women in her life have shaped her as a chef, author, mother, and daughter. 125 Full Color Photographs, 336 pages
978-0-593-13508-2
$35.00/47.00C | HC | 8 x 10
CLARKSON POTTER | October

Cooking for One
Scaled Recipes, No-Waste Solutions, and Time-Saving Tips for Cooking for Yourself
AMERICA’S TEST KITCHEN
Discover the joy of cooking for yourself with more than 130 perfectly portioned, easy-to-execute recipes, flexible ingredient lists to accommodate your pantry, and ideas for improvising to your taste. Illustrations Throughout, 352 pages
978-1-948703-28-4
$29.99/35.00C | HC | 7 1/4 x 9 3/4
AMERICA’S TEST KITCHEN | September

Digest This
The 21-Day Gut Reset Plan to Conquer IBS
BETHANY UGARTE
The unique and powerful Gut Reset diet plan for sufferers of IBS and digestive disorders that works to restore healthy gut function in 21 days. 40 Full Color Photographs, 256 pages
978-0-593-13646-1
$22.00/28.00C | PB | 7 1/4 x 9 3/4
RODALE BOOKS | October

Dumplings = Love
40 Innovative Recipes from around the World
LIZ CRAIN
40 easy-but-innovative recipes that celebrate and elevate the beloved dumpling. Illustrations Throughout, 176 pages
978-1-63217-296-9
$22.95/22.95C | HC | 6 3/4 x 8
SASQUATCH BOOKS | October
General Cooking

**Easy Beans**
Simple Satisfying Recipes That Are Good for You, Your Wallet, and the Planet
JACKIE FREEMAN
Beans: hearty and heart-healthy, they’re also satisfying, inexpensive, nutritious, and more versatile than you might think. illustrations Throughout, 208 pages
978-1-63217-282-1
$19.95/9.95C | PB | 6 ⅞ x 8
SASQUATCH BOOKS | November

**Enjoy**
Recipes for Memorable Gatherings
PERLA SERVAN-SCHREIBER; Photography by Nathalie Carnet
Cooking for others is a source of pleasure and joy, especially when bringing a group together for the simple delight of a shared meal. 200 Full Color Illustrations, 224 pages
978-2-08-151340-2
$35.00/47.00C | HC | 8 x 10 ¼
FLAMMARION | October

**Five Marys Ranch Raised Cookbook**
Homegrown Recipes from Our Family to Yours
MARY HEFFERNAN
Mary along with inspirational stories and breathtaking photos, Mary shares 75 of her favorite family-style recipes. illustrations Throughout, 288 pages
978-1-63217-307-2
$29.95/29.95C | HC | 8 x 10 ½
SASQUATCH BOOKS | September

**FOOD52 Your Do-Anything Kitchen**
The Trusty Guide to a Smarter, Tidier, Happier Space
EDITORS OF FOOD52
The ultimate guide to the kitchen from Food52—the award-winning kitchen and home destination—filled with ideas for creating, organizing, and enjoying everyone’s favorite room in the house. 25 illustrations, 176 pages
978-0-399-58156-4
$19.99/25.99C | PB | 6 ½ x 8 ½
TEN SPEED PRESS | September

**Heroes’ Feast**
The Official Dungeons & Dragons Cookbook
KYLE NEWMAN, Jon Peterson, and Michael Witwer
80 recipes inspired by the magical world of Dungeons & Dragons—perfect for a solo quest or a feast shared with fellow adventurers. 55 Photographs & 70 Illustrations, 256 pages
978-1-9848-5890-0
$35.00/47.00C | HC | 8 ½ x 9 ½
TEN SPEED PRESS | October

**Melissa Forti’s Christmas Baking Book**
MELISSA FORTI, Tim Raue, Danny Bernardini
Celebrate Christmas with a bounty of Italian and European desserts that bring in the best of traditional baking with a modern twist. illustrations Throughout, 224 pages
978-3-7913-8637-9
$35.00/47.00C | HC | 7 ¼ x 9 ½
PRESTEL | October

**Modern Comfort Food**
INA GARTEN
A new collection of soul-satisfying dishes from America’s favorite home cook! 125-150 Full Color Photographs, 272 pages
978-0-8041-8706-0
$35.00/47.00C | HC | 7 ¾/16 x 10
CLARKSON POTTER | October

**Oh Cook!**
One Man’s Quest for the Perfect Meal
JAMES MAY
“The silent millions of reluctant home chefs have been waiting for decades for Oh Cook! the cookbook that, finally, drives a blunt meat skewer through the burgeoning pseudo-intellectualism of foodie media.” James May 60 Photographs, 144 pages
978-1-911663-15-7
$19.95/26.95C | HC | 7 ½ x 9 ¼
PAVILION | November
General Cooking

The Pasta Codex
1001 Recipes
VINCENT BUONASSISI
Featuring 1,001 recipes compiled over thirty years of research and travel, The Pasta Codex relates the history and traditions behind the world’s most famous food, with recipes for every shape and type of pasta and sauce. 20 Full Color Illustrations, 704 pages
978-0-8478-6874-2
$49.95/67.50C | HC | 7 x 9 ¾
RIZZOLI | October

TAKE A PEEK

People Who Love to Eat Are Always the Best People
And Other Wisdom
JULIA CHILD
A charming, giftable collection of the beloved, best-selling author’s inimitable quotes—her words of wisdom on love, life, and, of course, food. Two Color Illustrations Throughout & Ribbon Mark, 160 pages
978-0-525-65879-5
$20.00/27.00C | HC | 5 x 6 ½
Knopf | September

TAKE A PEEK

Sheet Pan Chicken
50 Simple and Satisfying Ways to Cook Dinner
CATHY ERWAY and the Editors of TASTE
A cookbook of 50 recipes that combines everyone’s favorite protein with the ease of cooking all on one pan, from a James Beard-award winning food writer and TASTE contributor. 60 Photographs, 144 pages
978-1-9848-5854-2
$18.99/24.99C | HC | 7 x 9
TEN SPEED PRESS | September

TAKE A PEEK

Speedy MOB
12-Minute Meals for 4 People
BEN LEBUS
Following the phenomenal success of MOB Kitchen and MOB Veggie, Ben Lebus returns with a third book in the series, this time focusing on feeding four people in twelve minutes, or less. 80 Full Color Photographs, 176 pages
978-1-911641-83-4
$19.95/26.95C | HC | 7 ½ x 9 ¼
PAVILION | September

TAKE A PEEK

Tailgreat
100 Winning Recipes
JOHN CURRENCE
A collection of 120 smart, modern, yet tailgate-friendly recipes from Southern chef extraordinaire John Currence and his time in the tailgating mecca at Ole Miss. 90 Photographs, 256 pages
978-1-9848-5652-4
$28.00/37.00C | HC | 8 x 10
TEN SPEED PRESS | August

TAKE A PEEK

Tasty Adulting
All Your Faves, All Grown Up
TASTY
BuzzFeed’s Tasty turns to foundational meals for young cooks who are just starting out with 75 fun, trendsetting recipes that are quick, easy, and totally doable. 75 Full Color Photographs, 192 pages
978-1-9848-2560-5
$19.99/25.99C | HC | 7 x 9
CLARKSON POTTER | November

TAKE A PEEK

The Ultimate College Cookbook
Easy, Flavor-Forward Recipes for Your Campus (or Off-Campus) Kitchen
VICTORIA GRANOF
Students will discover the joy and simplicity of cooking for themselves with 60 recipes for easy, delicious meals that can easily be made in any dorm room or shared apartment! 60 Full Color Photographs, 144 pages
978-0-593-23208-8
$19.99/25.99C | PB | 7 x 9
CLARKSON POTTER | December

TAKE A PEEK

The Well Plated Cookbook
Fast, Healthy Recipes You’ll Want to Eat
ERIN CLARKE
Comfort classics with a lighter spin, from the creator of the healthy-eating blog Well Plated by Erin. Full Color Photographs Throughout, 320 pages
978-0-525-54116-5
$30.00/40.00C | HC | 8 x 10
AVERY (HC) | August

TAKE A PEEK
General Cooking

Wild Recipes
Organic, Plant-Based, Gluten-Free, and Delicious
EMMANUELLE SAWKO and Wild and the Moon
Over 120 vegan, gluten-free recipes bursting with flavor that are both good for you and good for the planet. 120 Full Color Illustrations, 208 pages
978-2-08-151338-9 $35.00/47.00C | HC | 7 1/2 x 10
FLAMMARION | September

Zero-Waste Kitchen
Delicious Recipes that Use Up Groceries, Tackle Food Scraps, and Transform Your Leftovers
CHRISTINE TIZZARD
An indispensable and timely cookbook with easy recipes and everyday solutions to tackle food scraps, transform leftovers, and reduce food waste once and for all. Full Color Throughout, 256 pages
978-0-525-61065-6 $25.00/30.00C | PB | 8 x 10
APPETITE BY RANDOM HOUSE | December

How Can It Be Gluten Free Cookbook Collection
350+ Groundbreaking Recipes for All Your Favorites
AMERICA’S TEST KITCHEN
The ultimate book for anyone eating gluten free combines two landmark cookbooks—New York Times bestselling The How Can It Be Gluten-Free Cookbook and The How Can It Be Gluten-Free Cookbook: Volume 2—into one must-have resource. 624 pages
978-1-948703-50-5 $40.00/50.00C | HC | 7 3/8 x 9 1/8
AMERICA’S TEST KITCHEN | August

The Conscious Cleanse Cookbook
Lose Weight, Heal Your Body, and Transform Your Life
JO SCHAAALMAN
Achieve vibrant health and sustainable weight loss with fresh, fulfilling recipes from the creators of the Conscious Cleanse. Illustrations Throughout, 256 pages
978-1-4654-9332-3 $25.00/32.00C | HC | 7/11/16 x 9 3/16
ALPHA | December

The Conscious Cleanse, 2E
Lose Weight, Heal Your Body, and Transform Your Life in 14 Days
JO SCHAAALMAN
Cleanse your body in 14 days and live the vibrant life you were always meant to! Illustrations Throughout, 336 pages
978-1-4654-9333-0 $19.99/25.99C | PB | 6 x 9
ALPHA | December

The Adaptogenic Herbal Kitchen
More Than 65 Easy Recipes and Remedies That Protect and Heal
CAROLINE HWANG
Restore balance and help your body manage stress with more than 65 simple adaptogenic recipes. 100 Full Color Photographs, 160 pages
978-0-593-13756-7 $19.99/21.99C | PB | 6 x 8 1/2
RODALE BOOKS | October

Eat Good Fat
Nourish Your Body with Over 100 Healthy, Fat-Fuelled Recipes
LEE CAPATINA
Delicious, fat-fuelled, recipes that will help keep you feeling satiated and energized all day long. Full Color Photographs Throughout, 256 pages
978-0-7352-3797-1 $28.00/35.00C | HC | 7 7/16 x 10
PENGUIN CANADA | December

GLUTEN-FREE

Zero-Waste Kitchen
Delicious Recipes that Use Up Groceries, Tackle Food Scraps, and Transform Your Leftovers
CHRISTINE TIZZARD
An indispensable and timely cookbook with easy recipes and everyday solutions to tackle food scraps, transform leftovers, and reduce food waste once and for all. Full Color Throughout, 256 pages
978-0-525-61065-6 $25.00/30.00C | PB | 8 x 10
APPETITE BY RANDOM HOUSE | December

True Comfort
More Than 100 Cozy Recipes Free of Gluten and Refined Sugar
KRISTIN CavALLARI
The TV star and New York Times bestselling author of True Roots shares 139 of her favorite recipes for healthy, natural, wholesome comfort food in this essential cookbook. 75 Full Color Photographs & Recipes, 272 pages
978-1-9848-2628-2 $27.99/36.99C | HC | 7 1/2 x 9 1/4
RODALE BOOKS | December

The Conscious Cleanse, 2E
Lose Weight, Heal Your Body, and Transform Your Life in 14 Days
JO SCHAAALMAN
Cleanse your body in 14 days and live the vibrant life you were always meant to! Illustrations Throughout, 336 pages
978-1-4654-9333-0 $19.99/25.99C | PB | 6 x 9
ALPHA | December

Eat Good Fat
Nourish Your Body with Over 100 Healthy, Fat-Fuelled Recipes
LEE CAPATINA
Delicious, fat-fuelled, recipes that will help keep you feeling satiated and energized all day long. Full Color Photographs Throughout, 256 pages
978-0-7352-3797-1 $28.00/35.00C | HC | 7 7/16 x 10
PENGUIN CANADA | December

GENERAL INTEREST

The Conscious Cleanse Cookbook
Lose Weight, Heal Your Body, and Transform Your Life
JO SCHAAALMAN
Achieve vibrant health and sustainable weight loss with fresh, fulfilling recipes from the creators of the Conscious Cleanse. Illustrations Throughout, 256 pages
978-1-4654-9332-3 $25.00/32.00C | HC | 7/11/16 x 9 3/16
ALPHA | December

The Conscious Cleanse, 2E
Lose Weight, Heal Your Body, and Transform Your Life in 14 Days
JO SCHAAALMAN
Cleanse your body in 14 days and live the vibrant life you were always meant to! Illustrations Throughout, 336 pages
978-1-4654-9333-0 $19.99/25.99C | PB | 6 x 9
ALPHA | December

Eat Good Fat
Nourish Your Body with Over 100 Healthy, Fat-Fuelled Recipes
LEE CAPATINA
Delicious, fat-fuelled, recipes that will help keep you feeling satiated and energized all day long. Full Color Photographs Throughout, 256 pages
978-0-7352-3797-1 $28.00/35.00C | HC | 7 7/16 x 10
PENGUIN CANADA | December
Healthy Eating

The Honeysuckle Cookbook
100 Simply Wholesome Recipes to Make Life More Healthy
DZUNG LEWIS
More than 90 crave-worthy Asian recipes and time-saving tips for busy home cooks from the founder and host of the Honeysuckle channel on YouTube. 75 Full Color Photographs, 240 pages
978-0-593-13560-0 $27.99/36.99 | HC | 8 x 10
RODALE BOOKS | September

Intermittent Fasting Diet Guide and Cookbook
Lose Weight and Heal Your Body with 50 Satisfying Recipes and Flexible Meal Plan
ALPHA BOOKS
You don’t need to obsess over calorie tracking or endure constant hunger to lose weight—fasting is a more effective and more sustainable diet, and it’s easier than you think! Illustrations Throughout, 208 pages
ALPHA | December

The Keto Reset Diet
Reboot Your Metabolism in 21 Days and Burn Fat Forever
MARK SISSON with Brad Kearns
The groundbreaking, bestselling ketogenic diet plan that resets your metabolism in 21 days so you can burn fat more efficiently, resulting in weight loss and improved health. 16 Page Full Color Photo Insert, 352 pages
978-1-5247-6225-4 $18.00/24.00 | PB | 7 3/8 x 9 1/4
HARMONY | December

The Kosmic Kitchen Cookbook
Everyday Herbalism and Recipes for Radical Wellness
SARAH KATE BENJAMIN and SUMMER ASHLEY SINGLETARY
With over 75 nourishing recipes and herbal remedies, this cookbook and seasonal guide to wellness brings the ancient wisdom of the elements to the 21st century. Illustrations Throughout, 288 pages
978-1-61180-714-1 $29.95/39.95 | PB | 7 1/2 x 9
ROOST BOOKS | August

Meal Prep in an Instant
ALPHA BOOKS
Make weekly meal prep in your Instant Pot easy with over 50 recipes and 7 weekly prep plans. Illustrations Throughout, 160 pages
ALPHA | December

The Mediterranean Diet Cookbook for Beginners
Meal Plans, Tips and Tricks, and Over 75 Recipes to Get You Started
ALPHA BOOKS
The only guide you’ll need to get started on the Mediterranean Diet, with 100 recipes! Illustrations Throughout, 192 pages
ALPHA | December

The Nutritionist’s Kitchen
Transform Your Diet, Optimize Your Health, and Discover the Healing Power of Whole Foods
CARLY KELLOGG KNOWLES
The ultimate guide to healthy meals with the healing benefits of whole foods and the latest science-backed nutritional guidelines. Illustrations Throughout, 288 pages
978-1-6180-717-2 $27.95/36.95 | PB | 7 1/4 x 9 1/4
ROOST BOOKS | December

The Nutritionist’s Kitchen
healthy Make-Ahead Meals and Freezer Recipes to Simplify Your Life
GINA HOMOLKA with Heather K. Jones, R.D.
Save time, money, and calories with #1 New York Times bestselling author Gina Homolka’s simple, smart solutions for healthy freezer meals, ready-to-serve dishes, grab-and-go breakfasts and lunches, ingenious “next-overs,” and more. 120 Full Color Photographs, 304 pages
978-0-593-13731-4 $32.50/42.50 | HC | 8 x 10
CLARKSON POTTER | September

Skinnytaste Meal Prep
Gina Homolka with Heather K. Jones, R.D.

Skinnytaste Meal Prep
Healthy Make-Ahead Meals and Freezer Recipes to Simplify Your Life
GINA HOMOLKA with Heather K. Jones, R.D.

Skinnytaste Meal Prep
Healthy Make-Ahead Meals and Freezer Recipes to Simplify Your Life
GINA HOMOLKA with Heather K. Jones, R.D.

Skinnytaste Meal Prep
Healthy Make-Ahead Meals and Freezer Recipes to Simplify Your Life
GINA HOMOLKA with Heather K. Jones, R.D.

Skinnytaste Meal Prep
Healthy Make-Ahead Meals and Freezer Recipes to Simplify Your Life
GINA HOMOLKA with Heather K. Jones, R.D.

Skinnytaste Meal Prep
Healthy Make-Ahead Meals and Freezer Recipes to Simplify Your Life
GINA HOMOLKA with Heather K. Jones, R.D.

Skinnytaste Meal Prep
Healthy Make-Ahead Meals and Freezer Recipes to Simplify Your Life
GINA HOMOLKA with Heather K. Jones, R.D.

Skinnytaste Meal Prep
Healthy Make-Ahead Meals and Freezer Recipes to Simplify Your Life
GINA HOMOLKA with Heather K. Jones, R.D.

Skinnytaste Meal Prep
Healthy Make-Ahead Meals and Freezer Recipes to Simplify Your Life
GINA HOMOLKA with Heather K. Jones, R.D.

Skinnytaste Meal Prep
Healthy Make-Ahead Meals and Freezer Recipes to Simplify Your Life
GINA HOMOLKA with Heather K. Jones, R.D.

Skinnytaste Meal Prep
Healthy Make-Ahead Meals and Freezer Recipes to Simplify Your Life
GINA HOMOLKA with Heather K. Jones, R.D.

Skinnytaste Meal Prep
Healthy Make-Ahead Meals and Freezer Recipes to Simplify Your Life
GINA HOMOLKA with Heather K. Jones, R.D.

Skinnytaste Meal Prep
Healthy Make-Ahead Meals and Freezer Recipes to Simplify Your Life
GINA HOMOLKA with Heather K. Jones, R.D.

Skinnytaste Meal Prep
Healthy Make-Ahead Meals and Freezer Recipes to Simplify Your Life
GINA HOMOLKA with Heather K. Jones, R.D.

Spinach cake.

Skinnytaste
Meal Prep
Gina Homolka with
Heather K. Jones, R.D.
Kids Cooking

**Vegetable Simple**
ERIC RIPERT
From one of the world’s most renowned chefs, 110 accessible, plant-based recipes that bring out the beauty of vegetables, simply prepared.

112 Full Color Photographs, 256 pages

978-0-593-13248-7
$35.00/NCR | HC | 7 7/16 x 10

**The Complete DIY Cookbook for Young Chefs**

100+ Simple Recipes for Making Absolutely Everything from Scratch

AMERICA’S TEST KITCHEN KIDS
Kid-tested and kid-approved cooking projects will transform the way children think about favorite foods—graham crackers, ketchup, butter, pretzels, fruit roll-ups, and more—and where they come from. Don’t buy it. Make it! Illustrations Throughout, 208 pages

978-1-948703-24-6
$19.99/28.99C | HC | 7 x 9

**Healthy, Quick & Easy Baby Food**

100 Naturally Wholesome, No-Fuss Purees, Finger Foods and Toddler Meals

ALPHA BOOKS
Healthy, Quick & Easy Baby Foods provides 100 recipes to walk you through every stage of your baby’s developing palate. Learn how to start your baby on purées and to quickly recognize food allergies. Slowly add ingredients to develop his or her palate—no picky eaters in the house! Illustrations Throughout, 176 pages

978-1-94654-9340-6
$16.99/21.99C | HC | 7 1/16 x 9 3/16

**Vegetable Simple**

**The Complete DIY Cookbook for Young Chefs**

**Healthy, Quick & Easy Baby Food**

**Regional Cuisine**

**Asian Cooking**

**Chaat**

The Best Recipes From the Kitchens, Markets, and Railways of India

MANEET CHAUHAN and JODY EDDY
Explore the bold flavors, regional dishes, and stunning scenery of India with Chopped judge and James Beard Award-winning chef Maneet Chauhan. 125 Full Color Photographs, 272 pages

978-1-9848-2388-5
$32.50/42.50C | HC | 7 7/16 x 9 1/2

**Milk Bar: Kids Only**

CHRISTINA TOSI
Stellar desserts and other fun-fueled treats for kids to make from legendary Milk Bar founder Christina Tosi. 100 Full Color Photographs, 256 pages

978-0-593-23192-0
$21.00/28.00C | PB | 7 ¼ x 9 ¼

**The Vegucated Family Table**

Irresistible Vegan Recipes and Proven Tips for Feeding Plant-Powered Babies, Toddlers, and Kids

MARISA MILLER WOLFSON and LAURA DELHAUER
Raise happy and healthy plant-powered children with more than 50 kid-friendly vegan recipes from the creator of the award-winning documentary, Vegucated. 50 Photographs, 260 pages

978-1-9848-5717-0
$24.99/33.99C | PB | 7 7/16 x 9 ¼

**Asian Cooking for Everybody**

Flavors and Techniques from China, Japan, Korea, and Southeast Asia

AMERICA’S TEST KITCHEN
This exploration of East and Southeast Asian cuisines illustrates classical and streamlined cooking techniques while bringing favorite recipes to your kitchen. More than 150 recipes display the vibrant diversity of food from the region. Illustrations Throughout, 352 pages

978-1-948703-30-7
$29.99/35.00C | PB | 7 ¼ x 9 ¼

**How to Cook Anytime, Forever**

HUGH ACHESON
An empowering collection of impressive recipes that will teach young adults and kitchen novices all the skills they need to cook for themselves—from a James Beard Award-winning chef and author. 100 Full Color Photographs, 224 pages

978-1-9848-2230-7
$19.99/25.99C | PB | 7 7/16 x 10

**Milk Bar: Kids Only**

**The Vegucated Family Table**

**Asian Cooking for Everybody**

**How to Cook Anytime, Forever**
Regional Cuisine

The Honeysuckle Cookbook
100 Simply Wholesome Recipes to Make Life More Healthy
DZUNG LEWIS
More than 90 crave-worthy Asian recipes and time-saving tips for busy home cooks from the founder and host of the Honeysuckle channel on YouTube. 75 Full Color Photographs, 240 pages
978-0-593-13560-0
$27.99/36.99C | HC | 8 x 10
RODALE BOOKS | September

Kiin
Recipes and Stories from Northern Thailand
NUIT REGULAR
A journey through Northern Thailand in 120 authentic recipes with stunning location photography. Full Color Photographs Throughout, 304 pages
978-0-7352-3641-7
$35.00/47.00C | HC | 8 x 10
PENGUIN CANADA | October

Lemongrass and Lime
Southeast Asian Cooking at Home
LEAH COHEN with Stephanie Banyas
The flavors of Southeast Asia are the star in this collection of recipes from Leah Cohen, the Top Chef alum and restaurateur. Full Color Photographs Throughout, 272 pages
978-0-525-53483-9
$35.00/47.00C | HC | 8 x 10
AVERY (HC) | September

Mister Jiu's in Chinatown
Recipes and Stories from the Birthplace of Chinese American Food
BRANDON JEW with Tienlon Ho
The acclaimed chef behind the Michelin-starred Mister Jiu’s in San Francisco’s Chinatown shares stories of the past, present, and future of Chinese cooking in America through 90 mouthwatering recipes. 100 Photographs, 304 pages
978-1-9848-5650-0
$35.00/47.00C | HC | 8 x 10
TEN SPEED PRESS | October

La Buvette
Recipes and Wine Notes from Paris
CAMILLE FOURMONT and KATE LEAHY
The owner of a beloved Paris wine shop, bar, and cafe shares the secrets of effortless French entertaining in this lushly photographed guide featuring 50 recipes for simple, grazing-style food. 100 Photographs, 224 pages
978-1-9848-5669-2
$24.99/33.99C | HC | 7 x 9
TEN SPEED PRESS | July

World Food: Paris
75 Classic Recipes for Home Cooking
JAMES OSELAND
A collection of stories, 75 recipes, and vibrant photography depicting the best round-up from Paris’s culinary scene. 150 Photographs, 224 pages
978-0-399-57983-7
$22.99/29.99C | HC | 7 11/16 x 9 3/16
DK LIFE - ADULT | October

Indian Cuisine
Authentic Flavors from the World of Spice for the Modern Cook
VIVEK SINGH
Top Indian cooks from India, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka share their traditional recipes. Illustrations Throughout, 192 pages
978-1-4654-9941-7
$22.99/29.99C | HC | 7 11/16 x 9 3/16
DK LIFE - ADULT | October

Old World Italian
Recipes and Secrets from Our Travels in Italy
MIMI THORISSON
Mimi explores the beautiful coasts and countrysides of Italy in this lavishly photographed cookbook featuring simple, authentic recipes inspired by the country’s devoted producers and rich food heritage. 150 Full Color Photographs, 304 pages
978-1-9848-2359-5
$40.00/NCR | HC | 8 x 10
CLARKSON POTTER | September

Regional Cuisine
Regional Cuisine

The Roads to Rome
JARRETT WRISLEY with Paolo Vitaletti
Discover the origins of Rome’s most iconic dishes by cooking along the roads that built the Eternal City. 100-120 Full Color Photographs, 336 pages
978-1-9848-2322-1
$40.00/S4.00C | HC | 8 ¼ x 10 ¾
CLARKSON POTTER | November

Modern Kosher
Global Flavors, New Traditions
MICHAEL AARON GARDINER
This dynamic, inspiring set of recipes includes Asian, Indian, Latin, European, and Israeli influences, fresh ingredients, and modern techniques to present a bright, elevated vision of everyday kosher cooking. 50 Full Color Photographs, 208 pages
978-0-8478-6875-9
$40.00/55.00C | HC | 8 x 10
RIZZOLI | September

The Food of Oaxaca
Recipes and Stories from Mexico’s Culinary Capital
ALEJANDRO RUIZ with Carla Altesor
A groundbreaking cookbook celebrating the distinctive cuisine and culture of Oaxaca, from “one of Mexico’s best chefs” (Anthony Bourdain). With a foreword by Enrique Olvera. 114 Full Color Photographs in Text, 256 pages
978-0-525-65730-9
$35.00/47.00C | HC | 7 x 9
KNOPF | October

Modern Kosher
Global Flavors, New Traditions
MICHAEL AARON GARDINER
This dynamic, inspiring set of recipes includes Asian, Indian, Latin, European, and Israeli influences, fresh ingredients, and modern techniques to present a bright, elevated vision of everyday kosher cooking. 50 Full Color Photographs, 208 pages
978-0-8478-6875-9
$40.00/55.00C | HC | 8 x 10
RIZZOLI | September

The Food of Oaxaca
Recipes and Stories from Mexico’s Culinary Capital
ALEJANDRO RUIZ with Carla Altesor
A groundbreaking cookbook celebrating the distinctive cuisine and culture of Oaxaca, from “one of Mexico’s best chefs” (Anthony Bourdain). With a foreword by Enrique Olvera. 114 Full Color Photographs in Text, 256 pages
978-0-525-65730-9
$35.00/47.00C | HC | 7 x 9
KNOPF | October

Eating Out Loud
Bold Middle Eastern Flavors for All Day, Every Day
EDEN GRINSHPAN with Rachel Holtzman
Discover a playful new take on Middle Eastern cuisine with more than 100 fresh, flavorful recipes from the contagiously charming chef and food personality Eden Grinshpan. 100-125 Full Color Photographs, 272 pages
978-0-593-13587-7
$32.50/NCR | HC | 7 7/16 x 10
CLARKSON POTTER | September

The Good Book of Southern Baking
A Revival of Biscuits, Cakes, and Cornbread
KELLY FIELDS with Kate Heddings
A comprehensive, contemporary collection of more than 100 beloved Southern baking recipes from the James Beard Award-winning Kelly Fields of the New Orleans bakery Willa Jean. 150 Photographs, 336 pages
978-1-9848-5622-7
$35.00/47.00C | HC | 7 ½ x 9 15/16
LORENA JONES BOOKS | September

I Heart Soul Food
100 Southern Comfort Food Favorites
ROSIE MAYES
From beloved YouTuber and home cook Rosie Mayes of I Heart Recipes comes a cookbook chock-full of soul food favorites. 90 Photographs, 256 pages
978-1-63217-309-6
$24.95/24.95C | HC | 8 x 9
SASQUATCH BOOKS | October
Vegan & Vegetarian

The Classics Veganized
Over 120 Favourite Comfort Food Recipes for a Vegan Lifestyle
DOUG MCNISH
Incredible classic comfort food recipes for a vegan lifestyle. Full Color Photographs Throughout, 256 pages
978-0-7352-3706-3
$24.95/32.00C | PB | 8 x 10
PENGUIN CANADA | September
TAKE A PEEK

The Complete Book of Plant-Based Cooking
400 Inspired, Flexible Recipes for Eating Well
AMERICA’S TEST KITCHEN
A one-stop collection for anyone seeking to put plants front and center in their diet, with hundreds of foolproof, uncomplicated recipes appealing to vegans, the veg-curious, and everyone in between. Illustrations Throughout, 432 pages
978-1-98703-36-9
$34.99/40.00C | PB | 8 ½ x 10
AMERICA’S TEST KITCHEN | December
TAKE A PEEK

The Dirty Vegan Cookbook, Revised Edition
Your Favorite Recipes Made Vegan
CATHERINE GILL
The Dirty Vegan Cookbook, Revised Edition is the all-in-one vegan-style cookbook that makes eating vegan fun, now with new recipes. Illustrations Throughout.
978-1-57826-871-9
$20.00/24.00C | PB | 7 x 9
HATHERLEY PRESS | September
TAKE A PEEK

Greenfeast: Autumn, Winter
110 vegetarian autumn and winter recipes that provide quick, easy, and filling plant-based suppers while paying homage to the seasons—from the bestselling author of Eat. 110 Photographs, 320 pages
978-1-9848-5873-3
$25.00/0.00C | HC | 5 ½ x 7 ¾
TEN SPEED PRESS | September
TAKE A PEEK

Eat California
Vibrant Recipes From The West Coast
VIVIAN LUI
Dip into the colorful food culture of California with this authentic, sun-drenched cookbook.
120 Full Color Photographs, 224 pages
978-1-925811-66-7
$35.00/47.00C | HC | 8 ¼ x 10 ¼
SMITH STREET BOOKS | September
TAKE A PEEK

In Bibi’s Kitchen
The Recipes and Stories of Grandmothers from the Eight African Countries that Touch the Indian Ocean
HAWA HASSAN and JULIA TURSHEN
Grandmothers from eight eastern African countries welcome you into their kitchens to share flavorful recipes and stories of family, love, and tradition in this transporting cookbook-meets-travelogue. 100 Photographs, 288 pages
978-1-9848-5673-9
$32.50/42.50C | HC | 8 x 10
TEN SPEED PRESS | October
TAKE A PEEK

The Classics Veganized

In Bibi’s Kitchen

Greenfeast: Autumn, Winter

Vegan & Vegetarian

The Classics Veganized

The Complete Book of Plant-Based Cooking

The Dirty Vegan Cookbook, Revised Edition

Greenfeast: Autumn, Winter

Vegan & Vegetarian

The Classics Veganized

The Complete Book of Plant-Based Cooking

The Dirty Vegan Cookbook, Revised Edition

Greenfeast: Autumn, Winter
Vegan & Vegetarian

**Happy Vegan Comfort Food**
Simple and Satisfying Plant-Based Recipes for Every Day
KAROLINE JONSSON
Plant-based comfort food from casseroles to scrumptious cakes. 70 Full Color Photographs, 160 pages
978-1-911663-14-0
$22.90/29.95C  |  HC  |  7 1/2 x 10 1/4
PAVILION |  September

**Oh She Glows for Dinner**
Nourishing Plant-Based Meals to Keep You Glowing
ANGELA LIDDON
Angela Liddon, author of the blockbuster Oh She Glows cookbooks, returns to offer readers inspiration and strategies for family-friendly plant-based dinners packed with flavor. Full Color Photographs Throughout, 352 pages
978-0-593-08367-3
$32.00/NCR  |  HC  |  8 x 10
AVERY (HC) |  October

**Men’s Health Plant-Based Eating**
(The Diet That Can Include Meat)
The editors of Men’s Health;
Foreword by Brain St. Pierre, RD, CSSC; Introduction by Paul Kita
A definitive guide to a plant-based diet, with 75 delicious recipes that deliver all the nutrition and energy to fuel great workouts and lose weight. 100+ Full Color Photographs, 224 pages
978-1-950785-21-6
$25.00/34.00C  |  PB  |  7 3/8 x 9 1/4
HEARST HOME |  December

**Vegan Christmas**
30+ Delicious Recipes For the Festive Season
AUDREY FITZJOHN
Deck the halls with plant-based goodies, for Vegan Christmas is here. 40 Full Color Photographs, 72 pages
978-1-925811-91-9
$14.95/19.95C  |  HC  |  6 2/3 x 8 1/4
SMITH STREET BOOKS |  October

**Vegan Nights**
100% Plant-Based Junk Food
VEGAN NIGHTS
Celebrate all things vegan in this most delicious of street food parties. 80 Full Color Photographs, 144 pages
978-1-911641-59-9
$19.95/26.95C  |  HC  |  7 1/2 x 9 1/4
PAVILION |  September

**The Vegucated Family Table**
Irresistible Vegan Recipes and Proven Tips for Feeding Plant-Powered Babies, Toddlers, and Kids
MARISA MILLER WOLFSON and LAURA DELHAUER
Raise happy and healthy plant-powered children with more than 50 kid-friendly vegan recipes from the creator of the award-winning documentary, Vegucated.
50 Photographs, 240 pages
978-1-9848-5717-0
$24.99/33.99C  |  PB  |  7 7/16 x 9 1/4
TEN SPEED PRESS |  October

**The Whole Food Plant Based Cookbook**
Over 100 Recipes
JILL DALTON and JEFFREY DALTON
The Whole Food Plant Based Cookbook features over 100 simple, plant based recipes which are equal parts delicious and healthy. Illustrations Throughout.
978-1-57826-879-5
$20.00/24.00C  |  PB  |  7 x 9
HATHERLEIGH PRESS |  October